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Tokyo trial experienced a judgment circumscribed for a long period for publication during allied occupation years. This is Justice Pal's dissenting judgment at the Tokyo trial; endeavored to seek Justice in a different way, justified
3 Despite all criticism, his dissenting opinion has been maintaining substantial significance in public international law, so that publication of which was prohibited during the occupation years. His suspicion concerning subjectivity was linked to his doubts about the motives of the prosecuting powers, yet his attempt to posit an alternative worldview led him back towards a naturalist * * These remarks have been inscribed on a stone monument in the precincts of the Honsho-ji Temple in the city of Hiroshima, Japan. Id. at 217. It reads: "The Australian judge, president of the tribunal, contended that in sentencing the defendants, the tribunal should have considered the fact that the Emperor had not been indicted. The French judge complained of procedural shortcomings. The judge of the Netherlands argued that no conspiracy existed and that five of the defendants were innocent. The judge representing the Philippines argued that several of the sentences were too lenient, not exemplary and deterrent."
